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The First Flight 
in the World

The First Flight in Japan History of Airliners Aircraft in WW2 Speed EnginesDesigns of Wing & BodyTakeo� and Landing Jet Fighters Future Aircraft

7 years after the �rst �ight of ‘The Wright Flyer ’ Japan’s �rst powered aircraft �ew in 1910 – 
‘ The Henri Farman ’ (designed and �own by Captain Tokugawa) and ‘ The Hansgurde ’ 

(Captain Hino).
This panel contains : biplane, monoplane, propeller plane, jet powered plane, and short 
distance takeo� and landing craft. Each of these developments portrays the history and 
technological improvements of aircraft, which eventually led to space �ight.

The world's �rst human �ight

The world's �rst airship equipped with a power source

The Montgol�er brothers (French) invented the hot-air balloon and succeeded in the �rst human �ight.

The �rst �ight of domestically
 produced plane

Japan's �rst Turboprop aircraft 

The �rst around-the-world �ight by 
an aircraft made in Japan

The �rst power-driven �ight in Japan

Henri Gi�ard (French) succeeded in �ying an aircraft, powered by a steam engine, which turned the propeller

The world's �rst helicopter �ight  (Unable to control)

The world's �rst human �ight
The Wright brothers （Ａｍｅrican) achieved �ight with their 'Wright Flyer,' 
which was equipped with a 12 horsepower engine.

Maurice Léger, who obtained a patent for a helicopter's mechanical design 
on February, 1901, succeeded in lifting a helicopter 10cm vertically into the 
air on May 1907, and 80cm in June the next year.

The world's �rst jet propulsion aircraft
 (No �ight experiment)

Henri Coandă (Romanian) made a Turbo-jet powered aircraft

A domestically produced plane sets an o�cial �ight record
#Asahi Shinbun's plane, the 'Kamikaze (Army Type 98)' made the �ight between Tokyo and 
London, a distance of 15,357km, in a �ight time of 94hours, 17minutes and 56 seconds, a 
world record at the time based on Fédération Aéronautique Internationale, FAI.
#The 'Koukenki' designed by the aviation research laboratory of Tokyo Teikoku University 
(present day Tokyo University)  �ew around a circular track, and set 2 World records: distance 
traveled: 10,651.011km/10000km and average velocity 186.192km/h on a circular track.

Japan's �rst rocket propulsion aircraft
The 'Shuusui,' with rocket propulsion was created using the Messerschmitt Me 

163 (Germany） as a reference.

Japan's �rst Short TakeO� and Landing Aircraft
National Aerospace Laboratory of Japan (present day JAXA)  developed an experimental plane, 
the 'Asuka,' which was equipped with Japan's �rst low noise turbofan engine. 

Japan's �rst rear-propelled aircraft / Japan's �rst jet plane

The Canard style aricraft has the propeller and main wings on the rear of the plane while the tail�ns are placed 
on the nose. The 'Shinden' was developed in canard style.
The 'Kikka,' which was equiped with a turbojet engine, was developed and succeeded in a 12 minute �ight on 
its �rst �ight.

The �rst around-the-world �ight by an aircraft made in Japan
'Nippongo', which was a reconstruction of 'Army Type 96,' achieved the �rst around-the-world �ight.
Sumitoshi Nakao, who was born in Akune city, Kagoshima, in 1903, �ew the 'Nippon', which was 
produced entirely in Japan.
Nakao became a test pilot of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. after he graduated Tokorozawa Army 
Aviation school. In 1928, while doing a nosedive in the '1MF2,' a prototype for the next �ghter, the wings 
fell o� the body. Nakao escaped using a parachute. This is the �rst recorded escape using a parachute 
Nakao was chosen as a pilot for the 'Around the World Goodwill �ight, planned by Mainichi Shinbun Co. 
in 1939.  He started at Haneda airport on August 26th, and �ew across 5 continents and 20 countries. 
(Completed the journey in 56 days / actual �ight time 194hours).

A transatlantic �ight
On May 1919, ' Curtiss NC-4' succeeded �ying across the Atlantic Ocean with 
brief water landings. In July of the following year, the 'Vickers Vimy' produced 
by Vickers Limited (England) achieved a nonstop transatlantic �ight.

A transpaci�c �ight (Solo & Nonstop)
Clyde Pangborn and Hugh Herndon �ew non-stop across the northern Paci�c 
Ocean in their 'Bellanca monoplane CH-300' (Miss Veedol).

The world's �rst jet airliner
The de Havilland Aircraft Company (Britain) completed 'The de HavillandDH.1.06 Comet,' and put it into service in 1952 as the �rst 
commercial jet airliner

Around-the-world �ight (Solo)
Wiley Post (American) became the �rst pilot to �y solo around the world in the 
'Lockheed Vega.'The total �ight distance was approximately 25,100km.

Most in the world surroundings �ight
"Douglas world cabin cruiser" of the Douglas Co. �ies 44,342km(175 days) and it achieves it. 

A solo transatlantic nonstop �ight
Charles Lindbergh was successful in �ying nonstop from New York to Paris in the 'Spirit of St. 

Louis' (Ryan NYP-1)

The world's �rst supersonic �ight
The Bell X-1,' American experimental manned rocket became the �rst aircraft to exceed 
the speed of sound in a controlled, level �ight

The 'YS11,' aJapanese full-sized airliner, which was equipped with a turboprop engine, 
was developed and begain service on �xed domestic routes in 1965. It was taken out of 
domestic service on September 30th 2008.  The last �ight was from Okinoerabu Airport 
to Kagoshima Airport.

Dawn The life is a vehicle of disregarding. 

1930's Luxurious, graceful vehicle

Commercial �ights began after WW1 when people and parcels were 
carried in converted propeller bombers and scout planes. On February 
1919, the Berlin - Weimar domestic route, then the London - Paris 
international route was established. Planes with a closed cabin were 
developed. However, regular air service was mainly for the postal 
service since passenger �ights were considered dangerous.

During WW2, as Kagoshima was located at the southernmost tip of 
Japan, many bases with air�elds were built at Kanoya, Kushira, Kokubu, 
Izumi, Chiran, Mansei for attack and defense purposes. As the defeat of 
Japan drew closer, 'Tokkoutai'(a special attack unit) �ew from these 
basesA lot of historic exhibits of those days can be seen at Chiran 
Peace Memorial Hall and Kanoya Maritime Self-Defense Force Base. .
A part of the second Kokubu base, which was left to private hands after 
the war, is included in Kagoshima Airpo

In the 1930s, improvement in safety increased the sense of realibility of 
airplanes. Flying took over as the main mode of passenger transit, 
especially after the disaster of the German passenger airship The 
'Hindenburg.'  
But air�ight was limited to the few who could pay a lot of money, as 
the food served in the planes in those days was much more luxurious 
than those that are served in �rst class today. 

1940's Establishment of long distance international �ight

The safety of large sized airplanes increased tremendously and long 
distance international �ights were established. While demand for 
traveling by air increased, the development of faster and more 
comfortable airliners also increased. A pressurized cabin, which 
enabled comfortable conditions even in a very high altitudes, was 
developed and put into service. As a result, planes were able to �y at 
high altitude and with greater speed.

1950's Birth of jetliner

Jet engines, that were used in �ghters during WW2, were placed in 
airliners, and the shaking of the aircraft, which was characteristic of 
propeller planes ceased, and planes could travel twice as fast. Later, 
turbojet engines were replaced with improved fuel e�cient turbofan 
engines, which increased �ying range.

1960's - Popularization of passenger plane

The appearance of the wide body plane, represented by the 'Boeing 
747' brought about an improvement in fuel e�ciency in jet engines 
and an increase in seating capacity. This lowered airfare and traveling 
by air, which used to be only for the wealthy class, became popular.

Farman F.60　Goliath

Junkers ju52/3M

Lockheed L-1049 

Super　constellation

Boeing 707

Boeing 747 jumbo jet

The Nakajima Aircraft Company using the 'Douglas DC-2' as 
a reference, made a private passenger plane, the 'AT-2'.

1936 Commercial aircraft cabin of the �rst 
domestic production
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1939 The world's �rst jet plane
The Heinkel He 178' made by the German Heinkel company was the world's �rst aircraft to �y 
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The �rst �ight: 1919
Cruising speed: 130 km/h
Number of passengers: 12-14

The �rst �ight: 1932
Cruising speed: 235 km/h 
Number of passengers: 15-17 

The �rst �ight: 1943
Cruising speed: 550 km/h
Number of passengers: 80-100 

The �rst �ight: 1957
Cruising speed: 973 km/h
Number of passengers: 140 - 200

The �rst �ight: 1969
Cruising speed: 910 km/h
Number of passengers: 350 - 594 
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Usage: Experiment machine (compound leaf)

Engine: Reciprocating engine ×2 four water-cooled series cylinders

Usage: Bomber (compound leaf)
Engine: Stelliform reciprocating engine ×2

Usage: experimental seaplane

Engine: Reciprocating engine ×1 24 water-cooled  V type cylinders

Flying wing Delta wing Wing�ying aircraft

Canard aeronautics Twin-fuselage plane

Sweep wing Forward swept wing Variable wing con�g.

To decrease weight and air resistance, an idea that planes 
should only have main wings was considered. However, it was 
too di�cult to design, and the only plane developed with this 
design was the Northrop Grumman Corporation B-2 Bomber.

The Shinden has a �xed wing (Canard) placed in front of the 
main wing.  The Canard shares the lift of the main wing, so 
both wings and the body can be smaller.  However, there are 
also weak points due to the design.

As it has high structural strength, the plane is suitable for 
subsonic and supersonic speeds. The angle of the wings 
would create a massive air eddy at the upper part of the 
wings, and in exchange for a large drag force, could obtain a 
strong lift.

Northrop XB-35(1946) F-102 �ghter (1953)

The Me163 was designed to pursue faster speeds. The 
horizontal tail that used to be responsible for stability of the 
body and pitch was integrated into part of the main wing.  

Messerschmitt Me163(1939)

Shinden /1945 Lightning P-38(1939)

The wings don't connect to the body at right angles.  They are 
set slightly angled to the back.  In this way, the plane reduces 
air resistance and �ies faster. 

F-86 saver (1947)

The shape of the wings, similar to the backswept wing, are for 
reducing air resistance. Compared to the backswept wing, 
they have merits: higher resistance to stalling, and better 
maneuverability. Stealth technology has become important 
to recent military aircrafts. The weak point of forward-swept 
wings is its low stealth ability and therefore only test planes 
for military use exist.

Sukhoi Su-47(1997)

By changing the degree of the angle of main wings, the 
length of the main wings can freely change. When �ying at a 
high speed or accerlerating, it shortens its wings to reduce 
resistance. When taking o�, landing or �ying at low speed, it 
extends the wings to raise lift-drag ratio.

Grumman Corp. F-14(1970)

Both horizontal tail and vertical tail are set at the back of 2 
bodies. It was made so that a newly developed engine could 
be suitably placed, or allowed for �ring to the rear of the 
plane.

Tandem wing
Proteus (1998)

Two full-sized wings, both of which provide lift, are set in front 
and behind the body. But it is di�cult to get good result, so 
very few planes were put to practical use. 

Usage: Transportation and passenger plane

Engine: Reciprocating engine ×3 air cooling star nine cylinders

Usage: Fighter

Engine: Reciprocating engine ×1 water-cooled V 12 cylinders

Usage: Supersonic experiment machine

Engine: Rocket propulsion engine

Usage: Surveillance plane

Engine: Propjet engine ×2 with afterburner

Usage: Passenger plane

Engine: Propjet engine ×4 with afterburner

First supersonic �ight

2005

Usage: Multirole �ghter

Engine: Turbofan jet engine ×2 with afterburner

(When the afterburner unused. )

Usage: Passenger plane

Engine: Turbofan jet engine ×31,041km/h

Wright Flyer No.1

Farman F.60 Goliath

Macchi Aeronautica M.C.72

48km/h

130km/h

709.209km/h

245km/h

704km/h

Mach 1.45

925km/h

Mach 2.00

Junkers Ju52/3M

North American P51 Mustang

North American X-15

Lockheed SR-71

Mach 3.30

Concorde

Mach 2.20

Mach 6.70

Velocity limit of 
propeller propulsion

The stenographic records of manned �ight machine

The stenographic records of manned jet plane

The stenographic records of passenger plane

Lockheed F-22 raptor

Mach 2.25

Airbus A380

Mach 1.54

Tupolev Tu-95

Lockheed YF-104

Bell X1

Airplanes have developed rapidly with the aim 'to carry 
more things faster and further.' The use of jet engines 
allowed planes to �y at increasing speeds. However, it is 
known that when planes approach the speed of sound, 
there is a sudden increase in air resistance. So, other than 
military aircrafts and special planes such as the Concorde, 
there are no planes that �y faster than the speed of sound. 
Present day commercial �ights, with the environmental 
impact of fuel in mind, �y slower than the speed of sound 
to increase fuel e�ciency.  

Adopted the Upper Surface Blowing method. By making good use of 'The Coandă e�ect,' ( air 
from the engines, set over the wings, would be "bent down" towards the ground using �aps) , lift 
would increase and enabld shorter take o� and landing distance than normal.  

The plane that can take o� in shorter runway length, and land vertically.
A device that blow air vertically is built in the body.  It controls the position at the time of take-o� 
and landing.
Vertical take-o� takes a large amount of fuel anda plane's load needs to be lessened. So in actual 
�ight, planes make a short takeo� run.

Reciprocating engine

Rocket propulsion engine

Turbojet engine

Short distance Take-o� and Landing (STOL) craft

Short Take O� / Vertical Landing (STOLV)craft

Vertical TakeO� and Landing (VTOL)craft

Airplane can take o� vertically like a helicopter.

In the 1950s, test planes were created with a propeller at the nose  and ability 

to take o� and land vertically, but the pilot could not see the ground when 

landing.
Recently, they developed a rotatable propeller unit and installed it in the main wing. The 

propeller will be set upwards when the plane takes o� and lands, and will be set to the moving 

direction to obtain thrust in level �ight. 

The Coandă e�ect is the tendency of a �uid jet 

to be attracted to a nearby surface. Romanian 

i n v e n t o r ,  H e n r i  C o a n d ă ( 1 8 8 6  -  1 9 7 2 )  

discovered the e�ect while testing a jet 

engine plane.

#The Coandă e�ect Boeing YC-14

Asuka

Lockheed F-35

Bell/Lockheed V-22

Appearance of landing of Lockheed F-35

Douglas Harrier

Sanji Narahara succeeded in �ying about 60m in his self-made 'Narahara 2.'Sanji 
Narahara was born in Kagoshima city in 1887.  He graduated from Tokyo Teikoku 
University (present day Tokyo University) in 1910, and started studying aircraft while 
working in the navy. His teacher of physics and chemistry was Dr. Shunkichi Kimura.
He created the 'Narahara 2' at his own expense, and succeeded in �ying it at the newly 
opened Tokorozawa airport. This is the �rst domestic �ight by a plane produced in 
Japan.In 1912, he charged a fee for public �ights in his Narahara 4 'Ootori.' After which, 
he toured around Japan, holding gatherings on aviation. He also trained and directed 
his younger colleagues, and devoted his life to the development of aviation.

War and Kagoshima

In WW2, aircraft became an important part of military power, so  better 
�ghters and bombers were widely developed. It was the time that 
innovation in aircraft technology expanded the most in Japan. 

Known as 'Zerosen'  In order to reduce weight, the new alloy, 
duralumin, was used for the main wings. Its maximum speed was over 
500km/h, and it had exellent maneuverability. Together with its long 
�ying range, Zero was called the best �ghter in the early days.  

In order to compete with the B-29 bomber ( US Air Force), which �ew 
570km/h at an altitude of 10,000m, The �ghter Shinden was developed 
to �y at high speeds at a high altitude. The experimental plane was 
made at Kyushu Airport in Fukuoka.

Towards the end of the war, due to the failed developement of the 
powerful reciprocating engine and the problems with fuel supplies, 
The 'Kikka' was produced as an easy and e�cient jet engined �ghter, 
which �ew with poorer quality fuel, and needed less parts than a plane 
with a reciprocating engine.

The Syuusui was a �ghter equipped with a rocket engine, which was 
une�ected by the thin atmosphere at high altitudes, and was used to 
intercept the B-29 bomber. Its �ight time was only a few minutes, but it 
was developed to accelerate up to a B-29's �ight altitude and strike a 
blow. 

Aviation technology of Japan

Excellent �ghter Zero Fighter/1939-1945

The �rst Canard aeronautics in Japan Shinden /1945

The �rst pure domestic jet plane in Japan kikka/1945

The �rst rocket promotion �ghter in Japan Shusui/1945
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Izumi base
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Kushira bas

Kanoya base

Mansei base

Chiran base

Zero Fighter

Shinden

Shusui

Kikka

The Montgol�er brother's hot-air balloon

Spirit of St. Louis

The Bell X-1

The Heinkel He 178

Henri Farman type biplane

Hans Grade type monoplane

The Narahara type 2

YS-11

Aircraft History
STOLType

General Typr

Charlie FURUSHOC

On 19 December 1910, General Yoshitoshi Tokugawa �ew Japan's �rst successful powered
 aircraft �ight at Yoyogi Parade Ground (present Yoyogi Park) on a biplane‘The Henri Farman,'
General Kumazo Hino (from Kumamoto, Hitoyoshi city), also succeeded in �ying a monoplane‘The Hansgurde.’ 

Usage: Bomber

Usage: Fighter

Engine: Propjet engine ×1

Usage: Supersonic experiment machine

Engine: Rocket propulsion engine

Engine: Turboprop jet engine ×1

Mainly used for helicopter engines.

The underlying engine for all jet engines. An engine that burns fuel then combusts the 
exhaust to create high propulsion. This engine is 
mainly used in �ghters and supersonic bombers.

These are a high bypass ratio turbofan and a low bypass 
ratio turbofan. The former has low noise and is fuel e�cient, 
so it is suitable for airliners. The latter has less air resistance, 
suitable for �ghters.  Geared Turbo Fan Engines, with higher 
fuel e�ciency, have also been developed.

Engines that spin a propeller using rotationary force created by a jet engine turbine to 
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Radial engine Series reciprocating engine
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Turboprop Jet Engine
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In the near future, planes will be capable of �ying in outer space, over an altitude of 100km. 
Non-governmental enterprises are already expanding into space �ight. Space travel, which 
was just a 'dream' in the past, will be realized before long.
On the other hand, research and development for commercial airliners has continued  'to 
carry things faster and further.' However, they are not only taking speed into consideration, 
but also environmental factors, such as low fuel consumption, and noise reduction.
What kind of shape does the future plane have?

Technological innovation of aircraft has been largely in�uenced by the development of 
�ghters.Here, we will introduce technological innovations represented by �ghter jets, 
classi�ed by dates and countries.

Jet Fighters that appeared from 1940 to 1950, the dawn of jet �ghters, 
and �ew under sonic speed.

Jet Fighters that appeared from 1950 to 1960.  Missiles became the main 
armament in place of the machine gun.

The �re control system that advances more than the second generation 
in the jet �ghter of the supersonic speed that appeared in the 1970's in 
the 1960's is installed, and surplus thrust of the engine increases, too. 
reduction, and multi-function capabilities because of superior electric 
equipment 

Jet Fighters that appeared after 1980. Using turbofan engines, their 
characteristics are the improvement of fuel consumption, powered thrust, 
high maneuverability caused from weight reduction, and multi-function 
capabilities because of superior electric equipment 

Jet Fighters that appeared after 2000. They were equipped with even 
better electric equipment and the use of stealth technology. Some models 
are capable of sonic �ight without afterburner. 

1st
Generation

2nd
Generation

3rd
Generation

4th
Generation

5th 

Generation

AERION CorproationC

SCALED COMPOSITESC

Source: 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency  (JAXA)

Source: Obayashi, Jeong and Shimoyama Lab, 

Tohoku University
www.ifs.tohoku.ac.jp

MISORA
Obayashi, Jeong and Shimoyama Lab, Tohoku Univestity

Mltigated sonic-boom research airplane

AERION Supersonic Business Jet
Aerion corplation

Supersonic business jet

Private manned spacecraft

316 Space Ship One
Scaled Composites, Inc.

Concept image of Mach 5 hypersonic transport

(JAXA) 

Hypersonic transport

Source: Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation

Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ)
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation

Next-Generation Regional Jet 
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F-86

MiG-15

Gloster Meteor

Dassault Mystère

Messerschmitt Me262

Saab J21

kikka

Saab J35 Draken Saab J37 Viggen

F-2

Saab J39 Gripen

Tornado (Britain Germany-Italy)

Dassault Mirage III Dassault Mirage F1 Dornier Alpha Jet Dassault Mirage 2000 Rafale

Hunter Lightning Harrier Euro typhoon (Britain Germany-Spain Italy)

MiG-21 Su-27MiG-29 Su-35 Su-47  Berkut

F-4 F-14 F-117F-18 F-22 F-35
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T h e  a n g l e  o f  t h e  
propel ler  is  adjusted 
a c c o r d i n g  t o  a  
changeable pitch. 


